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By Staff 
 March 8 was International Women’s Day—a day to 
acknowledge and celebrate the political, artistic, scientific, 
and socioeconomic achievements of women. 
 It is no secret that the hardcore/punk sub-culture has 
been largely dominated by men historically, however, that is 
why it is so important to appreciate women creatives and to 
make a concerted effort to elevate their visibility.  
 Enter War On Women.  
 War On Women are a co-ed feminist hardcore punk 
band hailing from Charm City (Baltimore, MD). They are 
one 
of 

the few bands in today’s musical climate carrying the torch ignited by bands from the 
Pacific Northwest Riot Grrl movement of the early 1990s.  
 Where bands like Bikini Kill and Bratmobile made it socially acceptable for 
women to attend punk shows, their lyrics often were scrutinized as being funny and   
lacking sincerity.  
 War On Women are taking it to the next step as the band’s songs prove that    
music can incite change that transcends far beyond the parameters of a stage.  
 The quintet recently toured in support of punk rock legends, Bad Religion      
alongside The Alkaline Trio, and have released four albums. 
 Keeping with the rebellious theme, teacher Nancy Barile wrote a book. 
 Why is that prolific and something you should know? 
 Well, Barile’s I’m Not Holding Your Coat: My Bruises-and-All Memoir of Punk 

Rock Rebellion recounts her trails and tribulations as a 
punk show promotor and band manager in Philadelphia 
in the late 70s and early 80s.  
 It is a common misconception that women were 
not an integral part of the early punk scene, but that actually could not be further from the truth and Barile is here 
to tell us all about it. 
 Barile’s story telling is fluid and jumps off the pages and frolics in the reader’s mind, all the while, she 
uses her life lessons in music to establish herself as a prominent educator in Massachusetts.  
 Barile was named a member of the USA Today All-Teacher Team in 2007, was awarded the             
Massachusetts Commonwealth Award in Creative Leadership in 2011, was named the Boston Red Sox Most 
Valuable Educator in 2013, and was a top 50 finalist for the Varkey Global Teacher Prize.  
 She has been teaching for  
25 years. 
 Her book can be  
purchased via  
Amazon. 

Just prior to Spring 

Break, Coach Fred        

Vartanian and the 

Track and Field team 

played host to their first 

meet of the year.     

Sophomore Melissa  

Padilla (pictured to the 

right) darts off to a fast 

start in one of the many 

different events that 

took place                  

simultaneously around 

Bruce Richardson      

Stadium on March 17. 
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